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Organizations can meet strategic objectives and take advantage of real value for the business thanks to
IBM® Cognos® Business Intelligence. Cognos Business Intelligence delivers the information that
everyone in the organization needs and reduces the burden on IT. By implementing Cognos Business
Intelligence, your organization can solve business problems, improve its competitive position, better
manage business, and identify opportunities for future growth and success. Cognos Business Intelligence
has many common and successful uses, including graphical analysis and reporting as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Sample Graphical Analysis and Reporting chart

Did you know?
Over 50 years ago, Hans Peter Luhn of IBM Germany coined the phrase "business intelligence (BI)." He
defined it as "the ability to apprehend the inter-relationships of presented facts in such a way as to guide
action toward a desired goal." Over one quarter of businesses plan to use BI with the cloud.
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Business value
IBM Cognos Business Intelligence provides a unified workspace for BI and analytics that the entire
organization can use to answer key business questions and outperform the competition. With Cognos
Business Intelligence, users can take advantage of the following capabilities:


Easily view, assemble, and personalize information



Explore all types of information, from all angles, to assess the current business situation



Analyze facts and anticipate tactical and strategic implications by shifting from viewing data to
performing more advanced, predictive, or what-if analysis



Collaborate to establish decision networks to share insights and drive toward a collective intelligence



Provide transparency and accountability to drive alignment and consensus



Communicate and coordinate tasks to engage the right people at the right time



Access information and take action anywhere, taking advantage of mobile devices and real-time
analytics



Integrate and link analytics in everyday work to business workflow and process

Organizations need to make the most of a workforce that is increasingly driven to multitask, network, and
collaborate. Cognos Business Intelligence delivers analytics that everyone can use to answer key
business questions.

Solution overview
IBM Cognos Business Intelligence includes web-based user interfaces and user interfaces that are based
on Microsoft Windows. These user interfaces provide a BI experience that focuses on the needs of
different users.
IBM Cognos Business Insight
With IBM Cognos Business Insight, you can create sophisticated interactive dashboards by using IBM
Cognos content and by using external data sources such as IBM Cognos TM1® Websheets and
CubeViews, according to your specific information needs. You can view and open favorite dashboards
and reports, manipulate the content in the dashboards, and send your dashboards by email. You can also
use comments and activities for collaborative decision making and use social software, such as IBM
Connections, for collaborative decision making.
IBM Cognos Report Studio
IBM Cognos Report Studio is a robust report design and authoring tool. By using IBM Cognos Report
Studio, as a report author, you can create, edit, and distribute a wide range of professional reports. You
can also define corporate-standard report templates for use in IBM Cognos Query Studio and edit and
modify reports that are created in IBM Cognos Query Studio or IBM Cognos Analysis Studio.
IBM Cognos Query Studio
By using IBM Cognos Query Studio, if you have little or no training, you can quickly design, create, and
save reports to meet reporting needs that are not covered by the standard, professional reports that are
created in IBM Cognos Report Studio.
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IBM Cognos Analysis Studio
With IBM Cognos Analysis Studio, you can explore and analyze data from different dimensions of the
business. You can also compare data to spot trends or anomalies in performance. IBM Cognos Analysis
Studio provides access to dimensional, online analytical processing (OLAP), and dimensionally modeled
relational data sources. You can open analyses that were created in IBM Cognos Analysis Studio in IBM
Cognos Report Studio and use them to build professional reports.
IBM Cognos Event Studio
In IBM Cognos Event Studio, you set up agents to monitor your data and perform tasks when business
events or exceptional conditions occur in your data. When an event occurs, people are alerted to take
action. Agents can publish details to the portal, deliver alerts by email, run and distribute reports that are
based on events, and monitor the status of events. For example, a support call from a key customer or the
cancellation of a large order might trigger an event, sending email to the appropriate people.
IBM Cognos Metric Studio
In IBM Cognos Metric Studio, you can create and deliver a customized score carding environment for
monitoring and analyzing metrics throughout your organization. Users can monitor, analyze, and report on
time-critical information by using scorecards that are based on cross-functional metrics.
IBM Cognos Administration
IBM Cognos Administration is a central management interface that contains the administrative tasks for
Cognos Business Intelligence. It provides easy access to the overall management of the IBM Cognos
environment and is accessible through IBM Cognos Connection.
IBM Cognos Framework Manager
IBM Cognos Framework Manager is the IBM Cognos Business Intelligence modeling tool for creating and
managing business-related metadata for use in Cognos Business Intelligence analysis and reporting.
Metadata is published for use by reporting tools as a package, providing a single, integrated business
view of any number of heterogeneous data sources.

Solution architecture
IBM Cognos Business Intelligence delivers a broad range of BI capabilities on an open, enterprise-class
platform. All capabilities, which include viewing, creating, and administering dashboards, reports,
analysis, scorecards, and events, are accessed through web interfaces.
The IBM Cognos Platform delivers the capabilities to manage BI applications with centralized, web-based
administration. It provides a complete view of system activity, in addition to system metrics and thresholds
so that organizations can resolve potential issues before a business impact occurs. The IBM Cognos
Platform is built on a web-based service-oriented-architecture (SOA) that is designed for scalability,
availability, and openness. This n-tiered architecture is made up of three server tiers:




The web tier
The application tier
The data tier

The tiers are based on business functions and can be separated by network firewalls.
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Reliability and scalability were key considerations when designing the IBM Cognos Platform. Services in
the application tier operate on a peer-to-peer basis, which means that no service is more important and
that there are loose service linkages. Any service of the same type, on any machine in an IBM Cognos
Platform configuration, can satisfy an incoming request, which results in complete fault tolerance. The
dispatching (or routing) of requests is done in an optimal way, with automatic load balancing built into the
system.
The IBM Cognos Platform provides optimized access to all data sources, including relational data sources
and online analytical processing (OLAP), with a single query service. In addition, this query service
detects and takes advantage of the data source strength. It uses a combination of open standards, such
as SQL99, native SQL, and native MDX, to optimize data retrieval for all of these different data providers.
The Cognos Business Intelligence user interfaces are accessed through the web tier. Figure 2 illustrates a
typical topology of the Cognos Platform.

Figure 2. Typical distributed topology of the IBM Cognos Platform

Usage scenarios
By using IBM Cognos Business Intelligence, companies can create dashboards that provide insight to
address questions such as the following examples:







Are we selling the right products?
Have we been growing our profit margin?
Have we had a considerable number of returns?
How many units of a product should we buy by each period of the year?
How does the performance of our business compare to last year?
How does the performance of our business compare to what we planned?
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Can we add meaningful information about our competitors?
How successful are our promotions?

Personas
In a business analytics scenario, companies must consider multiple personas:







Advanced Business User
Professional Report Author
Modeler
Administrator
Analyst
Business User

For more information about how these personas can use IBM Cognos Business Intelligence to gain
insight, see Chapter 3 of IBM Cognos Business Intelligence V10.1 Handbook, SG24-7912. For an
example of the level of detail about each persona, see the description of the Advanced Business User
persona in the next section.
Advanced Business User persona
The Advanced Business User persona has a deep understanding of the business needs and a good
understanding of technology. The Advanced Business User persona leads the interpretation of business
requirements and creates reports to answer business questions. The Advanced Business User persona
has the following business needs:







Get the right advice to senior management
Be self-sufficient
Look at a problem from different angles
Use tools that integrate seamless and allows full collaboration with colleagues
Get things done quickly
Trust the data

The following solutions can help the Advanced Business User persona meet business needs:


IBM Cognos Business Insight
The user can create and change dashboards to organize the information. The user can also take
advantage of interactive exploration and analysis, apply filters, and sort and change the display type
to discover meaningful details about the information. In addition, the user can collaborate with insights
about the business performance.



IBM Cognos Business Insight Advanced
The user can easily create reports, perform interactive exploration and analysis, apply filters, sort and
group data, add calculation and statistics, add external data, and create additional objects to existing
reports.



IBM Cognos Query Studio
The user can create simple reports with relational and dimensional data models, by using
calculations, filters, groups, and sorting.



IBM Cognos Report Studio
The user can create professional reports with advanced features, such as prompts, multiple objects,
and advanced queries.



IBM Cognos Analysis Studio
The user can easily perform interactive exploration and analysis on dimensional data models.
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IBM Cognos Analysis for Microsoft Excel
The user can perform flexible, interactive exploration and analysis of multidimensional data into
Microsoft Excel.



IBM Cognos Metric Studio
The user can align tactics with strategy and monitor performance with scorecards.



IBM Cognos Mobile
The user can use reports and dashboards from a friendly interface on mobile devices.



IBM Cognos Planning
The user can insert and update plans and actual data.



IBM Cognos TM1
The use can insert and update plans and actual data

Integration
You can integrate IBM Cognos Business Intelligence and solutions from the IBM Cognos portfolio. By
using the integrated solutions, you can have a complete corporate performance management solution as
a single product, with integrated data and functions that seamlessly connects forecast, metrics, actual
data, and reports.
IBM Cognos TM1
Complex planning, analytics, and real-time reporting to high levels of detail with millions of items require
the power of IBM Cognos TM1. The OLAP 64-bit technology of Cognos TM1 meets even the most
complex, multidimensional analytics needs of large-scale operations. So, you can query data when you
need to, no matter how vast the data set might be. In addition, you can view instant updates from
streamed data and drill through to transaction systems for added context and, thus, greater accuracy in
decision making.
IBM Cognos TM1 addresses all interrelated planning, analysis, and reporting needs with the following
capabilities:







Exceptionally fast analytics
Data and user scalability
Data integrity
A multidimensional database and data tools
Workflow
A choice of interfaces, including Microsoft Excel, the web, and the IBM Cognos TM1 Contributor for
managed participation

IBM Cognos Planning
Planning, budgeting, and forecasting are critical financial management processes in most organizations.
These processes are critical because they enable organizations to define strategic goals, to create
tactical plans, and to track the progress of achieving those plans and goals.
IBM Cognos Planning provides the capabilities to create long-range strategic plans, intermediate-range
budgets, and short-term or continuous forecasting. These functions exist within inter-connected models
that are fed from as many planning participants as an organization needs to include in the planning
process.
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By using Cognos Planning, you can maximize the accuracy and efficiency of the planning, budgeting, and
forecasting processes that are provided by the following capabilities:


Aggregation and consolidation of planning data in a centralized location



Scalability for large amounts of plan contributors, large and complex plan models, and large amounts
of plan data



Increased plan accountability through visual workflow status indicators and full audit tracking
capabilities



Powerful user features, such as Breakback (goal allocation), external data linking, data validations,
commentary, versioning, and dimensional pivoting and nesting for analysis



Separate environments for development and production that allows continuous server uptime even
when incorporating structural changes to the planning model during a planning cycle



Automated administration capabilities to reduce costs and maintenance



Integration with IBM Cognos Business Intelligence solutions for full reporting, analysis, and scorecard
capabilities

Cognos Planning has the following major components:



IBM Cognos Planning Analyst
IBM Cognos Planning Contributor

IBM Cognos Planning Analyst
IBM Cognos Planning Analyst is a powerful business modeling tool that financial specialists can use to
create models for planning, budgeting, and forecasting. These models include the drivers and content that
are required for planning, budgeting, and forecasting. The models can then be distributed to managers by
using the web-based architecture of IBM Cognos Planning Contributor.
IBM Cognos Planning Contributor
IBM Cognos Planning Contributor streamlines data collection and workflow management. It eliminates the
problems of errors, version control, and timeliness that are characteristic of a planning system that is
solely based on spreadsheets. Users can submit information simultaneously through a simple web or
Microsoft Excel interface. By using an intranet or secure Internet connection, users review only what they
need to review and add data where they are authorized.
IBM Cognos Controller
The ability of an organization to close its books, consolidate its accounts from all operations and
partnerships, and prepare accurate and auditable financial statements is critical to maintaining credibility
with existing and potential investors and financial markets. Adding to that challenge is that many times an
organization has disparate financial information systems within various operating divisions and
geographical areas. To meet these requirements and to handle new governance and financial reporting
standards, organizations can rely on IBM Cognos Controller.
A key component of the IBM Cognos performance management platform, IBM Cognos Controller is a
comprehensive, web-based solution that offers power and flexibility for streamlined, best-practice financial
reporting and consolidation, all in one solution. With Cognos Controller, financial organizations can
prepare financial information and analyze and then investigate and understand it in a centralized,
controlled, and compliant environment. IBM Cognos Controller supports IFRS, FASB, Basel II, and
Sarbanes-Oxley requirements and can handle any GAAP or regulatory environment, all from a single
application. It also enables individual segment reporting by customer, product, or market, and generates
an extensive audit trail to satisfy the needs of external and internal auditors.
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IBM Cognos Controller includes the following features:


Web-based, fully scalable for any size organization



Flexible processing of modifications to corporate and account structures and group histories



Integrated scenario manager for simulation and modeling



Real-time reconciliation of internal balances in data input



Allocations that are automatically included in consolidation with status



Extensive process monitoring and control



Practical, automatic report book generation and distribution



Support for IAS, IFRS, US GAAP, local GAAPs, and other regulatory requirements



Standard reporting that provides information about financial performance for business stakeholders
and managers



Financial and management measures and metrics for scorecards, dashboards, and analytics

Supported platforms
For information about software environments that are supported in Cognos Business Intelligence V10.1,
see the following Cognos Business Intelligence 10.1 Software Environments page at:
http://www.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=swg27019126

Ordering information
Table 2 highlights the IBM Cognos Business Intelligence programs.
Table 2. Program numbers
Program number

Program name

5724-W12

IBM Cognos Business Intelligence V10.1.1

5724-W68

IBM Cognos Business Intelligence PowerPlay® V10.1.1

5724-W19

IBM Cognos Business Intelligence Reporting V10.1.1

5724-W13

IBM Cognos Data Manager V10.1.1
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Related information
For more information, see the following documents:


IBM Cognos Dynamic Cubes, SG24-8064

http://www.redbooks.ibm.com/abstracts/sg248064.html?Open


IBM Cognos Business Intelligence V10.1: Intelligence Unleashed, REDP-4693
http://www.redbooks.ibm.com/abstracts/redp4693.html?Open



IBM Cognos Business Intelligence 10.1.0 Information Center
http://pic.dhe.ibm.com/infocenter/cbi/v10r1m0/index.jsp



IBM announcement letters and sales manuals
http://www.ibm.com/common/ssi/index.wss?request_locale=en
On this page, enter Cognos Business Intelligence V10. On the next page, narrow your
search results by information type, geography, language, or all three options.
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Notices
This information was developed for products and services offered in the U.S.A.
IBM may not offer the products, services, or features discussed in this document in other countries. Consult your local
IBM representative for information on the products and services currently available in your area. Any reference to an
IBM product, program, or service is not intended to state or imply that only that IBM product, program, or service may
be used. Any functionally equivalent product, program, or service that does not infringe any IBM intellectual property
right may be used instead. However, it is the user's responsibility to evaluate and verify the operation of any non-IBM
product, program, or service. IBM may have patents or pending patent applications covering subject matter described
in this document. The furnishing of this document does not give you any license to these patents. You can send
license inquiries, in writing, to:

IBM Director of Licensing, IBM Corporation, North Castle Drive, Armonk, NY 10504-1785 U.S.A.
The following paragraph does not apply to the United Kingdom or any other country where such provisions are
inconsistent with local law : INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION PROVIDES THIS
PUBLICATION "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT
NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Some states do not allow disclaimer of express or implied warranties in certain
transactions, therefore, this statement may not apply to you. This information could include technical inaccuracies or
typographical errors. Changes are periodically made to the information herein; these changes will be incorporated in
new editions of the publication. IBM may make improvements and/or changes in the product(s) and/or the program(s)
described in this publication at any time without notice.
Any references in this information to non-IBM Web sites are provided for convenience only and do not in any manner
serve as an endorsement of those Web sites. The materials at those Web sites are not part of the materials for this
IBM product and use of those Web sites is at your own risk.IBM may use or distribute any of the information you
supply in any way it believes appropriate without incurring any obligation to you. Information concerning non-IBM
products was obtained from the suppliers of those products, their published announcements or other publicly available
sources. IBM has not tested those products and cannot confirm the accuracy of performance, compatibility or any
other claims related to non-IBM products. Questions on the capabilities of non-IBM products should be addressed to
the suppliers of those products. This information contains examples of data and reports used in daily business
operations. To illustrate them as completely as possible, the examples include the names of individuals, companies,
brands, and products. All of these names are fictitious and any similarity to the names and addresses used by an
actual business enterprise is entirely coincidental.
Any performance data contained herein was determined in a controlled environment. Therefore, the results obtained
in other operating environments may vary significantly. Some measurements may have been made on
development-level systems and there is no guarantee that these measurements will be the same on generally
available systems. Furthermore, some measurement may have been estimated through extrapolation. Actual results
may vary. Users of this document should verify the applicable data for their specific environment.
COPYRIGHT LICENSE:
This information contains sample application programs in source language, which illustrate programming techniques
on various operating platforms. You may copy, modify, and distribute these sample programs in any form without
payment to IBM, for the purposes of developing, using, marketing or distributing application programs conforming to
the application programming interface for the operating platform for which the sample programs are written. These
examples have not been thoroughly tested under all conditions. IBM, therefore, cannot guarantee or imply reliability,
serviceability, or function of these programs.
© Copyright International Business Machines Corporation 2012. All rights reserved .
Note to U.S. Government Users Restricted Rights -- Use, duplication or disclosure restricted by
GSA ADP Schedule Contract with IBM Corp.
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This document was created or updated on November 28, 2012.
Send us your comments in one of the following ways:
Use the online Contact us review form found at:
ibm.com/redbooks

Send your comments in an e-mail to:
redbook@us.ibm.com

Mail your comments to:
IBM Corporation, International Technical Support Organization
Dept. HYTD Mail Station P099
2455 South Road
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601-5400 U.S.A.


This document is available online at http://www.ibm.com/redbooks/abstracts/tips0947.html .

Trademarks
IBM, the IBM logo, and ibm.com are trademarks or registered trademarks of International Business
Machines Corporation in the United States, other countries, or both. These and other IBM trademarked
terms are marked on their first occurrence in this information with the appropriate symbol (® or ™),
indicating US registered or common law trademarks owned by IBM at the time this information was
published. Such trademarks may also be registered or common law trademarks in other countries. A
current list of IBM trademarks is available on the Web at http://www.ibm.com/legal/copytrade.shtml
The following terms are trademarks of the International Business Machines Corporation in the United
States, other countries, or both:
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IBM®
PowerPlay®
Redbooks®
Redbooks (logo)®
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The following terms are trademarks of other companies:
Microsoft, Windows, and the Windows logo are trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the United States,
other countries, or both.
Other company, product, or service names may be trademarks or service marks of others.
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